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PORT NEWS

New
shipping
service
calls to
Port

LPC welcomes the muchanticipated addition of ZIM
line’s first call to the South
Island. The first vessel in the
service, CONTSHIP ONO,
arrived in February, then
continued its route to Napier.
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Lyttelton will be one of five stops for the
line, with the route also including Auckland
and Napier in New Zealand and Australia’s
Sydney and Melbourne ports.
With transshipment available in Sydney
to ports in China and Southeast Asia, it gives
Canterbury exporters a streamlined option to
get their goods to global markets.
LPC’s General Manager Container
Operations Simon Munt says that, as the
busiest South Island container port, the ZIM
service will only enhance LPC’s offering.
“Combined with our ongoing
infrastructure investment, LPC continues to
support freight growth in the region.”
The ZIM service, arriving in Lyttelton
every three weeks, will provide flexibility
and reliability to Canterbury and the wider
South Island market, especially as the effects

of COVID-19 continue to impact global
supply chains. ISS-McKay General Manager
David Mitchell says they are happy to be here
in Lyttelton, wanting to support the
Christchurch market and grow with them.
“Going forward, we are planning to make
our visits more regular. I think a lot of people
just think we are here for the short- term
gain, but we’re here to stay. We’re going great,
and if we had more vessels, then we would
put them into Lyttelton.
“We are agile, we are people-focused
and that resonates with the New Zealand
market,” says David.
The new line, which will service both dry
and refrigerated containers, demonstrates
the power of Canterbury’s growing economy,
and we look forward to what the future holds
for ZIM in the South Island.

The first vessel
in the service
CONTSHIP ONO at
Lyttelton port for an
exchange.

PORT NEWS

Permit Office
supports
safe working
Five months in, and LPC’s new
Permit Office is striving to
take safety to the next level.

Electrical Foreman
Euan Brown in the
workshop at Lyttelton
Port.
OUR PEOPLE

Sparking
a lifelong
career
When Euan started painting
cranes as a student in 1981,
he didn’t know that would
be the start of a lifelong
career at LPC.
Now our Electrical Foreman, Euan has spent
the past 40 years at LPC and, unsurprisingly,
has seen some great changes.
“I left school to start an electrician
apprenticeship with the Lyttelton Harbour
Board, which took me four years.
“We looked after the electrical reticulation
for the wharves, the offices and our
equipment like the crane and tugs.
“Back then, we still had steam-powered
equipment, with teams shoving coal in to
keep it going,” says Euan.
Euan moved into the foreman role after
the earthquake in 2012, stepping up to help
everyone get through the challenges ahead.
“I think that’s what’s been good about this
position. Understanding the management
side was a challenge at first, but having
worked here for so long, I really understand
both sides of the relationship, which has
helped me a lot,” says Euan.
Another one of Euan’s biggest challenges is
how the industry has advanced.
“Our changes aren’t small. We move
forward in a way that we have leaps and
bounds with technology.
“The Port is always modernising, which
means, new plant, new berths and new
projects.”
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For Euan, that’s one of the things that’s
kept him here all these years.
“There is always something to learn, and
LPC is great at giving myself and the team
opportunities to train and to pick up new
skills,” says Euan.
A highlight for Euan was going to Ireland
for three weeks to learn about our ship to
shore container cranes.
“About 15 years ago, I went over to spend
time at Liebherr to train with their team so
I could support the new crane builds back in
Lyttelton.
“It felt great when the company chose me
to go over. That was an amazing experience,”
says Euan.
Looking to the future, sustainability has
also become a part of Euan’s role.
“There’s a need to monitor our
consumption to help us understand how we
use power at the Port. It’s been interesting
working with different teams here and
across our stakeholders to help support our
sustainability targets,” says Euan.
Another thing Euan loves about the Port is
the people.

“The team here really
goes the distance.
In what can be a highpressure environment,
we always get the job
done and make things
work – they take a lot
of pride in that.”
As someone who was raised in Lyttelton,
Euan has always had a connection to
the Port.
“It helps drive me to do my best work. I
know how important the Port is, and it’s great
knowing that all the hard work I put in now
will benefit people in the future.
“Knowing that, when you walk away, you’ve
built it to a high standard, built it to last,
that’s a pretty great feeling,” says Euan.

LPC's Infrastructure
Services team provide
a cage for a Port User
to significantly reduce
possible fall risks.

Part of the Authority to Work programme,
our Permit Office is a central hub for all Port
users and contractors who will be completing
work across any of our sites.
Businesses coming on site to carry out
work need to first apply to the Permit Office
so we can have a clear understanding of
when and where the work is taking place.
The concept is rooted in health and safety,
with the new visibility allowing us to work
alongside contractors to make sure best
practice is taking place across LPC’s sites.
Permit Officer Sam Hart says the
Authority to Work programme has made
a huge difference in managing high-risk
activity across the Port.
“The thing to remember is that the Port
is a really busy environment, with multiple
activities happening every day – whether
it’s operating a crane in the inner harbour
or completing pavement works in our new
eastern development.
“This new system allows us to have an
overview of where work will be happening
to prevent conflicts of works and help
businesses complete their jobs safely.”
With 170 permits issued in January alone,
Port users’ uptake to the programme is
pleasing to see.
“At first, there were a few nerves around
the system, but it really has improved LPC’s
relationship with Port users, and now we’re
finding a lot of people are becoming more
proactive, which is awesome to see,” Sam says.
This oversight also allows us to bring in our
subject matter experts when needed and even
stop work happening if we think it’s unsafe.
Health and safety will always be a priority
at LPC, and we are proud to continue to
support our Port users and create a safe
environment for everyone who works here.
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Roger Gray begins
new journey
After
2 years at the helm, CEO Roger Gray has now spent his last
PORT NEWS
day at LPC. Roger is an important part of the LPC whānau, and
we wish him the best for his next journey as he takes on the
role of CEO of Ports of Auckland.
“I’m incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved
in the two years that I’ve been CEO here at
LPC,” says Roger.
“We have exceeded our targets, which
is a demonstration of the hard work that
happens at the Port.”
Through his time in Lyttelton, Roger has
overseen the beginnings of a workplace
culture transformation, huge investment
in infrastructure including the new eastern
development and record-breaking container
volumes through the terminal.
“We made a commitment to improve
our profitability, and I think we’re doing a
fantastic job towards that. We are seeing
record volumes through the Port, and I’m
deeply confident that we are in the right
position to continue this,” says Roger.
Roger says another highlight was the work
being done around the Maria Dew QC report
and workplace culture changes.
“Culture and the change journey that we’re
on with whanaungatanga is complicated and
challenging. But I’ve been amazingly proud
of the way so many of us have joined in and
said, yes, we want to make this place better
and we can.

“The thing I’m probably most proud of is
our commitment to High Performance High
Engagement (HPHE) and the fact that we
have signed with three of our unions and
we’re committed to moving forward in a
cooperative manner where we work with our
collective interests at heart and we get stuff
done for the benefit of everybody,” says Roger.
“I will thoroughly miss working in the
beautiful harbour, as well as all the people I
have met along the way. Lyttelton is a strong
community, and it’s been fantastic to see their
support for our operations and the work we
do to be a good neighbour,” says Roger.
In his final farewells to LPC employees,
Roger says that the reality is we are all just
stewards of the Port.
“The Port was here long before we arrived,
and it will certainly be here long after we
leave so be proud of our history, be proud of
what you’re doing and also look forward to
the future,” says Roger.
In December, the Board announced then
GM of People and Safety Kirstie Gardener as
acting CEO, and she will continue in this role
while the recruitment process for a new CEO
takes place.

Roger attending a
haka pōwhiri on his
first day at Ports of
Auckland.

“The Port was
here long
before we
arrived, and it
will certainly
be here long
after we leave
so be proud of
our history, be
proud of what
you’re doing
and also look
forward to
the future,”
says Roger.

PORT NEWS

Operating
at red
As the national response to
COVID-19 adapts and evolves,
LPC continues to reposition
ourselves to ensure we are
doing everything we can to
protect our workforce and the
wider community.
We recognise our role in Canterbury’s supply
chain, and with the increasing number of
community cases, our COVID-19 response
team works hard to understand how we can
ensure the Port remains operational with
Omicron in the community.
The health and safety of our teams
remains our top priority, with our focus on
reducing the spread. To enable this, we have
separated working groups, reduced contact
between different departments, increased
mask use and supported working from home.
Earlier this year, we also took another
step in our layers of protection by requiring
everyone entering LPC to be fully vaccinated.
Taking effect on 31 January 2022, the new
requirements mean that visitors, contractors,
truck drivers and Port users have to provide
a vaccine pass to be allowed entry across all
our sites.
This requirement comes after the same was
required of all LPC staff in November 2021.
LPC UPDATE March 2022
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Fanworm:
an immediate
response
After identifying growing
numbers of marine pest
fanworms in Whakaraupō,
LPC joined with the Whaka
Ora Healthy Harbour project
to put into place an immediate
response action plan.
Three months on, and the swift response has
seen 883 fanworms removed from the inner
harbour.
The pest poses a significant ecological
threat to native biodiversity, mahinga kai and
commercial marine farming operations.

The response was carried out by a
combination of divers at LPC and Diving
Services New Zealand, who were funded by
Whaka Ora.
Together, they tackled phase one, targeting
five key areas identified in previous surveys.
LPC Environmental Business Partner
Kirsty Brennan says the efforts to date are
going to have a significant impact on the
fanworm population.
“Of the 883 worms that were removed,
83% were of reproductive size, which is the
ideal timing as it makes it difficult for any
remaining worms to be successful.
“It’s been great to get a better
understanding of the spread of the fanworm
to know where we need to target next,” says
Kirsty.
With Diving Services New Zealand also
coming on board, the harbour has benefited
from the use of a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV).
The ROV was a great tool for reaching
areas that were unsafe for the dive teams
such as our decommissioned wharves.
Although COVID-19 has slowed down the
response, LPC is gearing up for phase two.
It is important that we carry on this work,

surveying and clearing the remaining areas.
LPC remains committed to the response,
with the long-term surveying led by
Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) and
Environment Canterbury.
“A partnership framework for marine
biosecurity that allows for early detection
and response to marine biosecurity issues is
vital in the long-term success of this project,”
says Kirsty.

To aid in this, the team has implemented a
new water quality monitoring programme to
learn more about what’s in the water around
the marina.
The pledge is an internationally
recognised standard that dedicates Te Ana to
creating and administering environmental
management systems that promote a healthy
and vibrant environment.
Marina Manager Matt Blythe says the
testing will help us look at the water over
time to ensure we expand on the positive
impact we have.
“We want to protect the coastal and
marine environment and support marine life,
especially as Te Ana continues to grow.
Currently, nine sites are monitored twice
a week.
Environmental Business Partner Kirsty
Brennan says parameters such as dissolved
oxygen and pH levels are measured using
hand-held instruments as well as samples
that are analysed in a lab for suspended
sediment dissolved metals, faecal bacteria,
and nutrients.

“Collecting the results over a long period of
time can indicate when something is causing
the environment to change and will help
identify areas of pollution.”
“There are a range of activities that can
impact water quality, including runoff from
recreational vessels and industrial activities
as well as shipping and tidal movements,”
says Kirsty
“We are also looking to understand more
about how rain events impact the water
quality by delivering sediment, nutrients and
other pollutants into the harbour.”
The Clean Marina Pledge also extends
outside of the water and looks at things like
waste management, pests and weeds, and
biodiversity.
“The marina is a wonderful place for the
community to spend time, and I want to
make sure we are giving them a clean and
healthy place to relax,” says Matt.
“This programme is a great start to have
some tangible results and taking the next
step in our knowledge.”

883

Fanworms removed

83%

Of worms removed were
reproductive size

LPC divers Dylan and
Eamon find fanworms in
LPC's inner harbour.

ENVIRONMENT

Clean Marina
Pledge takes
next steps

Having taken the Clean
Marina Pledge, Te Ana
Marina is committed to
keeping the water around
it clean and healthy.

“It’s been
fantastic to
have support
from teams
across LPC
as well as the
community,
who all
recognise the
importance
of this work.”

Left: Signs painted
around the drains at
Te Ana to remind people
not to pour anything
down them.
Right: Project Assistant
Ella collecting water
samples to be analysed
in the lab.

LPC Update
emailed
Want to stay up to date
with the latest port news?
Sign up to our monthly
Harbourwatch emails
www.lpc.co.nz. For more
information about LPC,
visit or follow us on:
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